
2015 ~ They’re all growing up…

And we’re not just talking about the kids. It appears that much of 
what we own is reaching its expiration date. Not surprising, given our 
particular level of redneck, but still a little hard to swallow. 

The ejector pit pump took the long nap this spring. Now what happens when 
your ejector pit fails to eject is a lot of stink followed by a lot of cleanup. 
Unpleasant, to say the least. The pressure tank was next. Apparently when you 
live out in the sticks, the absence of a pressure tank is synonymous with the 
absence of water. Our plumber made some dough on us this year.

All of our vehicles turned over 200,000 on the odometer this year 
as well. There was a new transmission or two, plus a whole laundry 
list of other unspeakable horrors done to our pocketbook by our 
little army of red relics. We’re pretty sure gas mileage is getting 
better and better though, as they all shed those extra pounds. The 
truck’s running boards fell off years ago, the big rolling turd lost its 
fore license plate just last month (a little altercation with a deer), and 
Rachel is forever mad at us because the dangly bits of rust adorning 
the minivan keep cutting up her legs upon exit and entry. It won’t be long 

before we’re pushing off the pavement like the Flintstones. Yabba dabba do!

We spent approximately 8 months fighting the computer manufacturer in 
the hopes of a laptop that actually functions, and thanks to our warranty 
and a depressing amount of persistence, we’re in possession of one now 
that thus far has only presented with a loose shift key. We’re calling it a win. 

And if planned obsolescence and vehicular abuse didn’t bring enough 
mayhem, we were struck by lightening this fall while camping. OK, we 
weren’t struck by lightening. That would have been worse. Our house was 
struck while we were off enjoying ourselves elsewhere. We came home to 

a fried washer, and yet another dead ejector pit pump. 
It all became apparent when our negotiations with the 
unruly washer were interrupted by an alarm 
screeching from downstairs (yes, we have an alarm 
now). When we got as far as the bathroom one kid 
was casually brushing her teeth while the other 
wielded a plunger and inquired why each 
plunge caused the sink and tub drains to 
spout foul liquid. There was a demonstration. 
“STOP PLUNGING!” 



As for the rest of us…

Well, after many years of 
anticipation, Will finally made it to 
the Boundary Waters with us. He  

joined Rachel in the ranks of those whose sandals only survived the 
BW through the miracle of duck tape. Court was recovering from the 
loss of her wisdom teeth, yet still had the wisdom to stay home (with 
her drugs, where she belonged!). It was a little chillier than normal, and 
AJ insisted on slamming her knee into everything she could find, but 
all in all, another great trip. We got back to Johnson Falls for the first 

time since our inaugural voyage so many years ago with Courtney and Rachel - a real treat!

Sadly, we only accomplished a few of our planned camping trips this year. Sometimes you just admit that the universe 
is against you and call it a day. We did make it up to the North Shore for a short jaunt this fall… also shockingly, 
bone-numbingly cold. We camp cold quite a bit, but this was a new level of cold. Ice on the tent in the morning is 
acceptable; ice on my nose all day long, even while around the fire, is not. 

Emily spent the bulk of her summer recovering from a concussion (swimming was supposed to be the safe sport!), 
Court crammed as much fun as possible into her last summer before college, and Scott spent his summer in search 
of the dastardly moles assaulting our yard. At any given time he could be found staring at the grass intently with a 
spade in hand, poised for attack. Scott is an official Andersen employee now, and the takeover has been nothing but 
good. No more 70-hour weeks, leaving lots of time for the real joys of life. Like mole hunting.

Rachel got her license this summer, and AJ is well on her way to the same. Too bad we’re running out of cars. Emily’s 
still babysitting for her favorite Joey, AJ did a stint washing dishes at the Buck Snort, and Rachel and Emily both 
poured some serious sweat into a CSA farm nearby. And those many months Rachel spent volunteering at the library 
suddenly turned into her dream job. She is the proudest employee the Colfax Library has ever seen. Sarah’s still 
waiting for someone as wonderful as Joey to come looking for her as a babysitter. In the mean time, she’ll be crafting!

Krista started a writers’ group with some friends this year, and they’ve been having a good time keeping each other on 
track. She’s been blogging *gasp* quite a bit, and hammering away at her first novel. It should be 
hitting stores any day now. 

Christmas wishes to all of you from the Ottingers
May your holidays be bright, may your ejector pit never fail, and 

may your vehicles never leave you stranded. 


